
Titles:

Canadian Journal of Developmental Studies
CityScape (HUD)
Development and Change
Economic Development Quarterly
Environment and Planning
Habitat International
International Journal of Urban and Regional Research
Journal of Planning Education and Research
Journal of Planning Literature
Journal of Real Estate and Urban Economics
Journal of Regional Science
Land Economics
Planning
Progress in Planning
Public Interest  *(ceased in 2005)*
Town Planning Review
Transportation
Urban Affairs Quarterly
Urban Studies

“According to Beatrice Culpepper, Executive Director of PAB, in an electronic mail message dated January 7, 2003, “the above listing is not required of accredited planning programs; it is, instead, assistance to our site visitors of the publications which a given planning library might hold.” The Council of Planning Librarians did not compile or endorse this list, fearing it would be used as a checklist even though the relevance of a specific title to a particular library would depend on the program and its emphasis or orientation.

This list, it might also be noted, without someone to revise it regularly, quickly becomes outdated.”

Source: Shonagh Merits, PAB Executive Director

Titles:

Canadian Journal of Developmental Studies
CityScape (HUD)
Development and Change
Economic Development Quarterly
Environment and Planning
Habitat International
International Journal of Urban and Regional Research
JAPA
Journal of Planning Education and Research
Journal of Planning History
Journal of Planning Literature
Journal of Real Estate and Urban Economics
Journal of Regional Science
Land Economics
Planning
Progress in Planning
Public Interest
Town Planning Review
Transportation
Urban Affairs Quarterly – changed to Urban Affairs Review
Urban Studies

Source: Peter Cohen, MIT

Titles:
City Design and Development (can't find in WorldCat... or MIT Library Cat)
Community and Economic Development (can't find in WorldCat... or MIT Library Cat)
Environment and Planning A-D
Environment and Urbanization
Environmental Policy (can't find, is it: Environmental Policy and Law?)
Habitat
Housing (can't find, is it: Journal of Housing Research?)
International Housing Studies (can't find, is it: Housing studies?)
Intl. Journal of Urban and Regional Research
Journal of Planning Education and Research
Journal of Planning Literature
Planning and Environmental Law
Planning Perspectives
Urban Affairs Review
Urban History

Source: McGill School of Urban Planning

Titles:
Built Environment
Cities
Design studies
Ekistics
Environment and behaviour
Espaces et sociétés
European Planning Studies
Harvard Design Magazine
International Planning Studies
Journal of Architectural and Planning Research
Journal of Environmental Planning and Management
Journal of housing and community development
Journal of housing and the built environment
Journal of Industrial Ecology
Journal of Planning and Environment Law
Journal of real estate finance and economics
Journal of urban design
Journal of urban planning and development
Land use policy
Landscape and urban planning
Landscape research
Local environment
Places
Planning, practice & research
Population and Development Review
Progress in Human geography
Regional Studies
Review of policy research
Space & polity
Transport policy
Transportation research. Part A, Policy and practice
Transportation research. Part D, Transport and environment

Source: Paula Farrar, UBC Library

Titles:
Berkeley Planning Journal
Cahiers de la recherche architecturale et urbaine
Environments
Forum journal: the journal of the National Trust for Historic Preservation
Green Places
International Journal for Housing Science and its Applications
International Development Planning Review (IDPR)
ITPI journal
Landscape Journal
Planning & Development (Hong Kong)
Regional Development Dialogue (RDD)
'Scape: the international magazine for landscape architecture and urbanism
TOPOS: European Landscape Magazine
Town and Country Planning
Traditional Dwellings and Settlements Review
Transportation Research Record
Urban Design International
Urban History Review
Urban Land